"Let's shape the future of green corporate
mobility" - We are MOBIKO a B2B Mobility as a
Service (MaaS) Start-up from Munich. Driven by
digitalisation, urbanization and they need for
greater sustainability we are at a turning point
when it comes ecological and economical
responsibility. And as our Slogan says we are
working on the future of sustainable mobility.

MOBIKO stands for Mobilitätskontingent, which is
the German word for mobility budget. Enabling
employers to provide a more flexible mobility
solutions by providing the MOBIKO mobility
budget is how we got started. But we are striving
for more and continue to build the #1 corporate
mobility platform for flexible, contemporary and
more sustainable mobility. That's why we say LET
US shape the future of green corporate mobility we need you as a

Senior Full Stack Developer (m/f/d)
Cologne area | Remote | 40h | as of now

What is this position about?

Our current Tech Stack

Full Stack Developers are the swiss knife of every
software company. They are responsible to
implement business requirements without thinking
"in boxes". One day, you are working on a difficult
database trigger and the next day you could be
writing CSS to make a button look beautiful. The
always-changing challenges to improve the product
and the customers value are what makes this
position so interesting and exciting. The Full Stack
Developer also advises on technologies and
methodologies. This is why you can take your time
at MOBIKO to test out new things and share your
insights with the team.

At MOBIKO, we believe that technology can (and
should) change over time. This is why we are not
dogmatic about our technologies and use whatever
is pragmatic, fast, and fitting to our use cases.
Our current Tech stack consists of
• VueJS for the Front-End and PWA
• NodeJS with NestJS on the Backend
• PostgreSQL as Database
• AWS and Azure with Docker and Kubernetes

And when we say Senior Full Stack Developer, we hope that:
• you are excited about learning new things, technologies and constant improvement
• you enjoy your work and have no problem to motivate yourself - especially if you are working from home
• you have a degree in in computer science or finished an apprenticeship (e.g. the german
"Fachinformatiker für Anwendungsentwicklung") and have at least 3 years of experience
• you've seen quiet some stuff out there and have some ideas on how to do it better
• you like patterns, different programming styles (e.g. functional programming, aspect oriented
programming etc.) and clean code
• you have no problem in hearing other points of view and are willing to take the time to understand other
people's choices on what's the best approach to develop a certain feature
• you have good English skills and can use them constantly to work with our team 😉😉
If that is the case in return we will not only offer you a job but,

Work as you like
including remote or hybrid work
and flexible working hours

Team & Events
having good times outside of
meetings and the office

Benefits
enjoy your own MOBIKO Budget

Perspective
we are looking forward to
growing and improving together

Culture
empower, value and joy
- the Team MOBIKO spirit

Equipment
use the tools you are most
productive with

We got you convinced that this should be your next job?
Perfect, get in touch by e-mailing a few lines about yourself and your CV to you@mobiko.de.
Leander is looking forward to receiving you application.

